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CATALOGUE NOTE
This volume collects together some of Beardsley's most explicit work. The Lysistrata is bound together with An Issue
of Five Drawings Illustrative of Juvenal and Lucian although six plates are present here comprising: 'Bathyllus in the Swan Dance' [Reade 469], 'Messalina returning from the bath' [Reade 483], 'Lucian's Strange Creatures' [Reade 256], 'Birth from the Calf of the Leg' [Reade 255], 'Juvenal Scourging Woman' [Reade 468] and 'Bathyllus Posturing' [Reade 470]. The second plate, 'Messalina returning from the bath', is the additional plate. Lasner lists a 1915 pirated printing of the drawings comprising six plates but notes that the paper includes a watermark. The plates offered here are on Japan vellum and therefore more likely to be part of Smithers' original 1906 edition.

Brian Reade notes that in the eight drawings to the Lysistrata ‘...there was a return to something like the manner of decorations on Greek pottery... the Lysistrata series, and the illustrations to Juvenal's Sixth Satire, never completed and never published in book form, contain among them the only successful examples of true satire in all Beardsley's output. The old burlesque spirit of his schooldays was revived in the roughest of them and mixed with a controlled aggression, delivered against both sexes, and unlike anything to be found in the satirical works of other artists, since or before...' (Reade, Beardsley, London, 1967, p. 18).